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Emily Wright 

An escapist read capturing the 

tensions and joie de vivre of 

an eventful holiday; Catherine 

Alliott depicts a melting pot of 

family and friends with light-

hearted humour, warts and 

all.  

When Flora and James Murray- 

Brown are offered the use of a 

château one summer, they are 

delighted. France makes a welcome 

change from the Scottish 

Highlands, where their annual 

holiday is usually spent with 

James’ dad and two rather insular 

sisters. 

The descriptions of Provence, the 

picturesque location for the 

holiday, are evocative of a relaxed, 

halcyon way of life. However, as the family and a few surprise guests gather, it 

soon becomes clear that this well-earned break will not be as idyllic as expected. 

Secrets spanning generations and decades are shared that will change the lives 

of the Murray- Browns irrevocably… 

I felt the author cleverly captured the ‘bubble’ of being on holiday, the way 

emotions and behaviour can seem magnified and extreme. The narrative is told 

in the first person by Flora, whose quirks and foibles make her an easy 

character to relate to, although not necessarily like. I found Flora hard to warm 

to; at times she seemed overly self-absorbed. I did, however, enjoy getting to 

know the rich and diverse cast of characters in the novel, including Flora and 



James’ teenage daughters, James’ family (who have compelling reasons for 

hiding in the Highlands) and Flora’s free spirited Mum, to name a few. ‘Wish 

You Were Here’ added some welcome Provençal sunshine to my winter days.  

 

Suzanne Marsh 

‘Wish You Were Here’ is about Flora and James, who with their two teenage 

daughters are offered a holiday of a lifetime in a chateau in the south of France 

in return for one simply good dead and they jump at the chance. Their journey 

in the ferry across the channel plunges from the top to bottom, lurching this 

way and that rearing up high on a huge crest of a wave and swooping down 

again rather like a roller coaster at a fun fair. With the churning sea the motion 

bring sea sickness. France is a holiday of life time. What could be nicer? 

And what could possibly go wrong? Readers will be able to explore many 

different topics of family drama that arise while reading Catherine’s new novel.  
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Christine Waddington  

One good turn deserves another.............. 

Orthopaedic surgeon James Murray-Brown responds to an "Is there a doctor 

on board?" request on a plane journey and administers first-aid to a young girl 

who turns out to be the daughter of a famous French opera singer, Camille de 

Bouvoir. In return for his kindness, Madame Bouvoir offers him and his family 

a free holiday in her chateau in the south of France. 

Not surprisingly, many extended members of the family, and friends too, join 

the party. Many intriguing dramas unfold and long-held secrets are revealed 

against the lavender-scented background of Provence. The vivid descriptions of 

French food, wine and atmospheric local markets all add to the heady mix. 

Catherine Alliott held my interest right to the last page with many 

twists, turns and unpredictable events. I loved this fast-paced novel, 

and could not wait to pick it up again and continue reading (always the 

sign of a good book.) 

At the end of this holiday of a lifetime many lives will never be the same again. 

Enjoy! 

 

Helen Treadwell  



I was excited to receive this book as I have enjoyed Catherine Alliott's previous 

novels.  I wasn't disappointed! 

Flora and her husband James are off on holiday to the south of France with 

their daughters and various extended family and friends.  As the blurb says 

"what could possibly go wrong?" It is complete chaos as you'd imagine with all 

the tensions bubbling away under the surface 

The main character, Flora is likeable and a bit ditzy.  She appears to have a 

dream job but is it really?  As the story progresses you find out more about her 

and especially her relationship with her ex who also turns up! 

The novel has a bit of a slow start but once it gets going it's full of twists and 

turns. Packed full of well-written characters, all with their own 

secrets it is a very entertaining book with a satisfying ending. 

 

Cathy Small  

A really enjoyable read with the expected twists that happen when 

you holiday with your family and your in-laws.  

Catherine takes the family from their normal humdrum life and takes them on 

an unexpected luxury holiday. Both sides of the family join them in the luxury 

villa which brings the normal family fun. As the drink flows and unexpected 

people join the party, some hidden secrets and feelings came out threatening to 

destroy what they have all known but they work through to be in an even better 

place at the end. A light hearted book with themes of romance threaded through 

many different relationships. A great book to make you think about your next 

holiday and finding some sunshine and who knows maybe some romance. 

 

Isobel  

Take yourself away to the south side of France. Bliss? Two's 

company 10 is a crowd...  

A lovely way to escape in chilly January. The story of Flora romps along and 

sweeps you away with her. Ladies of a certain age will relate to her possibly too 

well!! The chateau in the South of France sounds too good to be true and the 

story unravels as everyone begins to unwind in holiday. It is light and frothy to 

begin with and in the last quarter of the book it takes a darker more reflective 

side. Catherine is pithy and so good at observing human nature and 

relationships across generations. A great read whether snuggled on the sofa by 



the fire or on a sun longer by the people. Enjoy. 

 

Sharon Matthews  

A summer holiday where secrets will be revealed.  

This started out as a tale of a holiday in the sun with the family, albeit in a 

luxury holiday villa belonging to a famous singer.  It was fairly predictable 

most of the time, with a few secrets revealed at the end, a couple of which were 

out of the blue, and the rest fairly obvious.   

This sort of novel is ideal for reading whilst laying on your deckchair 

somewhere, i.e. not especially taxing and something you can dip in and out of.  

Saying that, the story had good descriptions of the French countryside and good 

scene setting for the events towards the end of the book. 

For me it was a 3 out of 5. 

 

Joan Sidwell  

The book centres around Flora and her extended family on holiday in France, 

staying in a beautiful chateau belonging to a French celebrity.  When one of the 

family brings a guest from Flora’s past this acts as a catalyst for lives to change 

as the holiday progresses and causes Flora to question her life and what she 

wants from it. 

It is a light and easy read and the French setting is glorious but I thought the 

plot line was quite thin.  At times some of the characters are almost caricatures 

and not very likeable so it became very hard to feel any empathy for them 

except for Rachel and Agathe, a little French girl who is at the centre of a rather 

sad subplot and, at times, Flora, the book’s central character. 

Their behaviour and attitude towards one another, particularly the younger 

members of the book, with the exception of Agathe, is rather exaggerated and a 

little over the top. 

There is also quite a lot of excessive and unnecessary dialogue throughout the 

book which bears no real relation to the story and doesn’t really add anything, 

particularly with Flora’s friend, Lizzie and her mother.   

Having never read anything previously by this popular author I wasn’t quite 

sure what to expect, something along the lines of Sophie Kinsella or Marion 

Keyes perhaps.  Unfortunately I was rather disappointed.  I think it could 

have been a book with a heart and a story but sadly, for me, there 



was very little real warmth coming through the pages. 

 

Jan Kirkcaldy 

An enjoyable, easy to read book based around one family and friends taking a 

holiday together in the South of France.  Flora, a restaurant critic, and James, 

her foot surgeon husband, lead a relatively normal life in London with their 2 

teenage daughters. Flora’s 60’s style “flower power” mother lives nearby and 

James’s father and 2 spinster sisters live in a large country house in Scotland 

which is where their main holidays are normally spent.  Due to a chance 

meeting with a famous opera singer, on a flight back from a short break, when 

James saves the day after her young daughter suffers a severe allergic reaction, 

plans rapidly change.  Camille de Bouvoir, the lady in question offers them the 

use of her chateau and soon everyone is heading south. 

Despite this extremely unlikely scenario, it does give an opportunity for 

interesting happenings amongst the numerous guests.  Northing earth 

shattering happens really - all fairly normal occurrences with an old boyfriend 

turning up, career problems, teenagers sleeping with their boyfriends and even 

the opera singer turning up with seduction on her mind – everything is treated 

in a low key way. 

Written in an almost old fashioned way, which made a pleasant change, it was 

very enjoyable.  It wasn’t trying to make a statement, there was 

nothing gratuitous about its content, it was simply a good read 

about normal people for anyone from teenagers to grannies.  All 

about a holiday and the perfect book to take on holiday.  I loved it. 

 

Candy Hart  

When Flora, James and their two teenage daughters are offered the holiday of a 

lifetime in a chateau in the south of France in return for one simple good deed, 

they jump at the chance.  

Flora and James have been married for 19 years, they have two teenage 

daughters, Amelia and Tara. James is a Foot specialist and Flora a restaurant 

reviewer. Whilst on a flight home from a weekend in Paris, James 'saves' the life 

of a child belonging to a famous french opera singer, when I say 'saves the life' I 

mean that he gave her an EpiPen injection after she ate peanuts!  In return for 

this Camille De Bouvoir (The famous opera singer) offers them her villa in the 

South of France, for an all-expenses paid months holiday. All goes well until 



James decides to invite his father 'The Brig' and his two sisters Sally and Rachel, 

who can be 'slightly' difficult. They usually spend their summer holiday in 

Scotland with them. Then what makes matters worse is the fact that a 

unwanted guest turns up in the form of someone from Flora's past. Is Flora 

going to get her much needed and wanted dream holiday, or will it all end in 

tears? ... 

Flora, the main character is just a normal housewife that has to deal with the 

many strains of normal family life. She has one really lovely daughter. Tara 

and one quite 'spikey; one, Amelia. A mother that doesn't seem to want to grow 

up and never listens to what Flora has got to say. And lastly a husband that 

seems to fancy the opera singer more than her. 

I must admit that I was a little disappointed with this book, it took 

me quite a while to get into it, however I did find it quite amusing in 

places, although it did seem to go on quite a bit, at over 400 pages I did think it 

was slightly long . I really couldn't identify with the main character, I felt she 

was a bit of a pushover and really could have stuck up for herself more.  
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Kath Martin 

I have just finished reading Catherine Alliott's, ‘Wish You Were Here’ and now 

have that feeling that you get when you get back from holiday.......for a few 

days I was transported to the south of France, with clear blue skies, 

the buzz of insects, the scent of lavender mixed with sun-tan lotion, the 

occasional splash of someone cooling off in the pool.   I wandered with her 

characters through the bustling markets, and contemplated balmy evenings 

eating 'en famille' eating on the candle-lit terrace.  Catherine has produced 

the perfect escapist novel, just what is needed on a grey winter's day.  

The actual story, I did think was a little far-fetched.......an offer of a free 

summer holiday for the whole (extended) family......I did keep thinking that this 

family were maybe taking the hospitality a bit far.  However, as I don't move in 

celebrity circles I wouldn't know - maybe that's how they carry on.  Talking 

about carrying-on....there's plenty of that.   I loved the heroine, Flora.  She was 

so funny.  Not wanting to spoil the story - I found myself, at one point, 

wondering which way the story would go.  In a way, I was a little frustrated by 

the ending.  In another, I knew all along that there would be a happy ending.   

 



Jayne Burton  

A book to lose yourself in. Wonderful!  

Loved this tale of a family struggling with everyday life who are unexpectedly 

transported to France for a holiday of a lifetime - but was it really what anyone 

had imagined. Lots of tears, tantrums, laughs and some magical times too.  I 

absolutely loved it and felt I was on holiday with them.  If only!  Wonderfully 

written, capturing the essence of a chateau in the south of France and its 

surroundings. I could almost smell and taste it. Catherine Alliott never fails to 

deliver. Highly recommended. 

 

Maz Tucker  

Great new book by Catherine Alliott, this book will make you laugh 

in some places and cry in others, how Catherine describes the main 

characters, I’m sure we will all find someone in our lives the same. The story is a 

perfect easy going book, but not disappoint you, it is a great read. 

 

Samantha Lewis  

A lovely easy to read click lit. I liked the fact that there were a few twists 

that made it unpredictable. Funny and heart warming, highly 

recommended.  

A story about family and the many forms love can take. A family are offered an 

amazing reward for having done a good deed. However all is not as it seems 

and it appears to come at a cost. 

It was funny and heart warming and with a few unexpected twists. I found it 

hard to put down! Really enjoyable read and having read ‘My husband Next 

Door’ I am firmly a fan of Catherine Alliott and have been recommending her 

books to family and friends! 

 


